Three-dimensional treatment planning of intracavitary gynecologic implants: analysis of ten cases and implications for dose specification.
Results of 3-dimensional treatment planning for ten intracavitary gynecologic implants and implications for dose specification are presented. Using a computed tomographic (CT) compatible intracavitary applicator we have performed CT scans during gynecologic brachytherapy in 10 cases. A CT-based treatment planning system with 3-dimensional capabilities was used to calculate and display dose in three dimensions. Conventional point doses including the estimated bladder and rectal maximum doses and dose to Point A were acquired from orthogonal simulation films. CT maximum bladder and rectal doses and minimum cervix doses were ascertained from isodose lines displayed on individual CT images. Dose volume histograms for the bladder, rectum and cervix were generated and used to obtain volume of the cervix target volume receiving less than the prescribed dose and the volume of bladder and rectum receiving more than the orthogonal maximum doses. The 5 cc volume of bladder and rectum receiving the highest dose were also calculated. Average values of CT point doses and volumes are compared with the traditionally obtained doses. As demonstrated by others, much higher bladder and rectal doses are found using the CT information. The minimum dose to the cervix target volume is lower than the dose to Point A in each case. CT maximum bladder and rectum and minimum cervix target doses may not be the best index doses to correlate with outcome because of the small volumes receiving the dose. We hypothesize that clinically useful bladder, rectal and cervix target volume doses will include volume information which is obtainable with dose volume histogram analysis.